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Discussion: US solar 'as cheap as grid energy' in five years
Chris depending on your latitude optimal solar tilt will vary from 1-2° in summer up to 72° in the winter.  A true polar tracking obtains 33-57%, single axis gains are more on the order of 20-25%.  Optical enhancements using non-imaging optics increases by another factor of 15-25%.   Ted, do to the lower efficiency of the system for fixed installations (not an optimum solar tilt year round, no morning to evening optimization) without any optical enhancements your typical solar panel averages a 70 to 77% of rating efficiency or 2.5 to 3.5 equivalent hours at peak power.  Incorporating optical enhancement and addressing snow and ice cover (for northern climates) can bring you into the 6 to 7.5 equivalent hours at peak power average per day.  Single axis tracking brings you into the 6.7 to 7.9 equivalent hour range, polar tracking brings you into the 7.2 to 8.7 range and optical enhancement with polar tracking brings you into the 7.8 to 10 hour range.  The variation is due to latitude, cloud and fog cover plus increment weather.  So to determine if it is worthwhile, you start with the NASA data for the latitude and longitude which also includes weather conditions averaged over 22 years.  Then taking into account capital costs, the cost per kWh will depend on capital costs (financing), capital return, insurance, taxes, security (not all locations), service, maintenance, administration and other considerations.  Feed in tariffs and rebates affect your overall cost per kWh.  As a general rule of thumb, due to lower performance of fixed systems especially on roofs, your capital cost needs to be under $2.35 per Watt for capital and installation while your polar tracking with optical enhancement systems need to be under $3.28 to have less then  6¢ per kWh.  For fixed installations to actually be less per kWh then the dual land use polar tracking systems, the price needs to be under $2.26 per Watt capital and installed costs. (This includes all wiring, permits, etc.)  Grid parity depends on if you are discussing retail rates (end user) or power provider (customer is the utility).  Retail rates for example across USA. http://psida.webs.com/apps/photos/photo?photoid=134815708  The average retail rate in USA is 9.83¢ per kWh.  Therefore with capital and install below 6¢ per kWh, you can be grid parity or less depending on your overall finance, insurance and tax costs.  Some states are now making solar installs property tax free which improves grid parity situation.  As mentioned above, some cities in some states have higher rates.
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